&ACE is a high performance Parallel Prolog System developed at the Laboratory for Logic, Databases, and Advanced Programming that exploits and-parallelism from Prolog programs. &ACE was developed to exploit MIMD parallelism. However, SPMD parallelism also arises naturally in many Prolog programs. In this paper we develop runtime techniques that allow systems that have primarily been designed to exploit MIMD parallelism (such as &ACE) to also e ciently exploit SPMD parallelism. These runtime techniques have been incorporated in the &ACE system. Performance of &ACE augmented with these techniques on programs containing SPMD parallelism is presented.
Introduction Parallelism and Logic Programming Technology
Parallel processing of numerical problems has been an active area of research for almost two decades now 12, 22, 23] . There are parallelizing compilers and other tools available for parallel numerical processing that programmers can use without being experts on parallel processing. However, the same is not true of parallel processing of Symbolic and Arti cial Intelligence (AI) applications. There has been some work 11, 19] , but there are still no systems that are general enough and that programmers can use without being experts on parallel processing. &ACE 5] is a a system that is a step towards the goal of building a general automatic tool for parallelizing symbolic and AI applications. &ACE is based on the logic programming paradigm and the Prolog technology. A programmer Some of the gures in this paper are in color for the convenience of the reviewers. They will be changed to black-andwhite for the nal paper, if accepted.
wishing to parallelize his/her symbolic or AI program will code it in Prolog on a uniprocessor. The &ACE compiler and runtime system will then run this Prolog program automatically in parallel. Our parallelizing system supports the full Prolog language, complete with all its extra-logical (the cut), meta-logical (var, assert, retract, etc.), and side-e ect (read, write, etc.) predicates that are sensitive to order of execution of the Prolog program.
Logic programming is a paradigm of programming where programs are expressed as logical implications. Logic programming languages are suited for a wide range of applications, from compilers to databases to symbolic applications, as well as for general purpose programming. The most popular logic programming language is Prolog. An important property of logic programming languages is that they are single assignment languages. Unlike conventional programming languages they disallow destructive assignment and explicit control information. Not only does this allow cleaner (declarative) semantics for programs, and hence a better understanding of them by their users, it also makes it easier for an evaluator of logic programs to employ di erent control strategies for evaluation. That is, di erent operations in a logic program can be executed in any order without a ecting the (declarative) meaning of the program. In particular, these operations can be performed by the evaluator in parallel.
An important characteristic of logic programming languages, thus, is that parallelism can be exploited in an implicit way. This can be done directly by the program evaluator (the runtime system) as suggested above, or, alternatively, it can also be done by a parallelizing compiler. The task of the parallelizing compiler is essentially to unburden the evaluator from making run-time decisions regarding which parts of the program to run in parallel. Note that the program can also be parallelized by the user (through suitable annotations). In all cases, the advantage of-fered by logic programming is that the process is easier because of the more declarative and high level nature of the language. Furthermore, the exploitation of parallelism at run-time or parallelization at compile-time can be done quite successfully in an automatic way and without requiring any input from the user. Clearly, implicit exploitation of parallelism can in many cases have signi cant advantages over explicit parallelization. 1 In that sense, one can look in some ways towards Prolog for solving a new form of \(parallel) software crisis" that is posed to arise with the new wider availability of multiprocessors 2 |given systems, such as the one described in this paper, one can run Prolog programs written for sequential machines in parallel with no or minimal e ort. For the rest of the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with Prolog and its execution model.
It must be pointed out that while the target application area of the &ACE system are Symbolic and AI applications, in fact, it can also be used for parallel execution of general purpose (non-numerical) programs. This stems from the fact that Prolog is an excellent language for writing problem solving programs.
Two principal kinds of (implicitly exploitable) parallelism can be identi ed in logic programs:
1. Or-parallelism arises when more than one clause de nes some predicate and a literal uni es with more than one clause head|the corresponding bodies can then be executed in parallel with each other, giving rise to or-parallelism.
2. And-parallelism arises when more than one goal is present in the query or in the body of a clause, and at runtime these goals are executed in parallel. And-parallelism can be further classi ed into independent and-parallelism and dependent andparallelism. independent and-parallelism arises when bindings for the variables in the goals being parallelized are such that two or more goals are independent of one another, i.e., their resulting argument terms after applying the bindings of the variables are either variable-free (i.e., ground) or have non-intersecting sets of variables. Parallel execution of such goals gives rise to (independent) and-parallelism. Dependent and-parallelism arises when two or more goals in the body of a clause have a common variable and are executed in parallel.
In this paper, for simplicity we will mainly concern ourselves with independent and-parallelism, although the results reported in this paper are just as applicable to systems that exploit dependent and-parallelism.
The main objective or this paper is to to show that there is no need of an specialized parallel implementations to take the advantage of SPMD parallelism 3 present in Prolog applications. Rather simple runtime techniques can allow parallel logic programming systems designed for exploiting MIMD 4 parallelism to also exploit data-parallelism with near-maximum efciency. These techniques, devised by us, are very simple and are called Last Parallel Call Optimization (LPCO) and Nested Parallel Call Optimization (NPCO) respectively. They are analogs of the last call optimization found in modern sequential Prolog systems. LPCO and NPCO allow &ACE to execute SPMD programs with the e ciency of dedicated SPMD parallel logic programming systems such as Reform Prolog 10] . The e ciency of &ACE (augmented with LPCO and NPCO) for programs containing SPMD parallelism is demonstrated by presented performance gures. Thus, our research shows that there is no need of an specialized parallel implementations to take the advantage of data-parallelism present in Prolog applications. Rather simple runtime techniques can allow one to exploit data-parallelism eciently in general purpose parallel Prolog systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses MIMD and SIMD (SPMD) parallelism in general as well as in the context of logic programming. It also presents a critical survey of earlier e orts for exploiting SPMD parallelism in Prolog. Section 3 describes the parallel Prolog system called &ACE 5] that is designed to exploit MIMD parallelism from Prolog programs. Section 4 presents runtime implementation techniques, called Last Parallel Call Optimization (LPCO) and Nested Parallel Call Optimization (NPCO), that allow &ACE to execute SPMD programs with the e ciency of dedicated SPMD parallel logic programming systems such as Reform Prolog 10]. Section 4.3 presents several benchmarks that show the excellent performance of &ACE augmented with LPCO and NPCO for SPMD programs.
MIMD vs SIMD Parallelism
Broadly speaking, parallelism can be exploited in one of two forms: MIMD parallelism and SIMD (or SPMD) parallelism. MIMD parallelism arises when di erent operations are applied to di erent data-items in parallel. SIMD parallelism arises when the same operation is applied in parallel to more than one different data-items. Of course, SIMD-parallelism can viewed as a special case of MIMD parallelism, but the chief advantage of data-parallelism is that it incurs less implementation overhead. In a more general form SIMD is referred to as SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) parallelism in which an identical program/function/procedure operates over di erent data items in parallel. SPMD parallelism is usually exploited in conjunction with aggregate data-structures such as arrays and lists. For example, a data-parallel operation applied to an array, will operate on each element of the array.
The forms of parallelism found in logic programs, namely, or-parallelism and and-parallelism, are usually regarded as MIMD parallelism. However, their SPMD analogs do exist. The main aggregrate datastructure found in Prolog is the list. Thus any program that operates over list can be cast as an SPMD program (though it should be remembered that logic programs operating over lists are not the only programs that can exploit SPMD parallelism). Consider the following program: (& denotes parallel conjunction)
In this program above the predicate P is being applied to every element of a list. If this program was executed in an MIMD parallel logic programming system then a nesting of parallelism equal to the length of the list will be produced, resulting in considerable space and time ine ciency, especially during backtracking. However, if this nesting could somehow be attened, and the SPMD nature of the parallelism in the map predicate exploited, then considerable e ciency can result. Thus, given an inherently SPMD logic program it can always be treated as an MIMD logic program and parallelism can be exploited from it using a system that has been designed to exploit MIMD parallelism. However, the e ciency that comes about from SPMD parallelism is lost. The objective of this paper is to present runtime implementation techniques that allow a parallel logic programming system designed for exploiting MIMD parallelism to also exploit SPMD parallelism with nearly the same e ciency as that of dedicated SPMD systems.
SPMD in Prolog
In traditional programming languages SPMD is exploited by parallelization of repetitive operations on elements of arrays (loop-parallelization), or by supplying special features in the programminglanguage (e.g., C and LI SP ) which provide built-in data-parallel operations that operate on complex data-structures whose components can be processed in parallel (e.g., arrays, lists).
In the area of logic programming, and more specifically of Prolog, most of the attempts for the parallelization of the language have focused on the exploitation of control parallelism. Nevertheless, it has been observed that programs written in Prolog often follow a quite well-de ned pattern, in which structural recursion is applied to process the components of the input to produce the corresponding output (e.g. the map predicate above). Note that recursion is the main control structure available to programmers in Prolog. Thus, even iterative computations have to be expressed using recursion. Such recursive control structures are excellent candidates for data-parallel execution. For example, situations like the one depicted in the following program are common to a large majority of Prolog programs: The exploitation of this form of parallelism, where all the iterations of the recursion are executed by different parallel threads, has also been named Recursion Parallelism in the literature 10].
Two main cases can be identi ed regarding direct exploitation of data-parallelism from recursive programs:
1. Deterministic Programs: if the iterations of the recursion are deterministic, i.e. they do o er at most one solution, then the problem is relatively simpler. It can be seen as analogous to the problem of automatically parallelizing loops in imperative programming languages, like FORTRAN 23] . 2. Nondeterministic Programs: if some of the iterations admit multiple solutions, then the exploita-tion of data-parallelism becomes harder, since other problems need to be tackled, like: bindings for a common variable coming from di erent iterations need to be compatible; a form of backtracking on computations spread across di erent processing units needs to be developed, guaranteeing that all the solutions will be found and respecting the desired semantics of the execution (e.g. Prolog semantics). These problems have been proven to be hard to solve|and indeed many approaches presented disallow parallelization of nondeterministic computations.
2.2 Approaches to Data-Parallel in L.P.
Standard Control Parallelism
As we have mentioned above, standard MIMD parallelism can be employed to exploit parallelism from data-parallel programs (like the process list above). In particular, many occurrences of data-parallelism in Prolog programs can be seen as special instances of and-parallelism, where and-parallelism is obtained by executing an iteration of the recursion in parallel with the recursive call.
In order to support this pattern of execution we require a minimal support for control and-parallelism. In particular, independent and-parallelism (like the one supported by systems like &ACE 5] and &- Prolog 7] and ) is su cient if the recursive call is independent from the outcome of the processing of one element of the recursive structure, otherwise a form of dependent and-parallelism is required (like DDAS 17] ).
Nevertheless, the use of pure control parallelism to exploit data-parallelism leads to some undesired sidee ects, in terms of space and time overheads.
Often, simple control parallelism (e.g., andparallelism) will perform poorly on data-parallel programs, because they lack the ability of identifying the iterative nature of the execution and they maintain at the run-time the \nested" structure of the recursion (see g. 1(i)). This causes an excessive overhead both in space (all the intermediate descriptors for the nested parallel calls exist simultaneously) and in time (due to the additional costs of traversing the deep and complex computation tree). In particular, these overheads become excessive when dealing with nondeterministic executions, in which the complex nesting of control structures needs to be traversed over and over while searching for alternative successful paths of computation.
Systems aiming to exploit data-parallelism from Prolog programs should remove any additional overhead from situations shown in Fig 1(i) , and, possibly, also spawn di erent parallel threads for each level of the recursion right at the beginning itself. The ideal structure that should be realized is illustrated in gure 1(ii).
Note that in most cases data-parallelism present in Prolog is an instance of and-parallelism; a recursion over a recursive structure essentially speci es the application of a quanti cation to the operation applied to the elements of the data structure. In situations like process list above the quanti cation is universal which translates to a conjunction of the iterations. In other situations (e.g., the classical definition of the member predicate for a list) the quanti cation is existential and translates to a disjunction of the iterations. This form of data-parallelism (with existential quanti cation) represents an instance of orparallelism. However, in the rest of this work we will focus only on the and-parallel version of dataparallelism 5 .
Compile time transformation
One of the rst approaches to be considered for ecient exploitation of data-parallelism from Prolog programs is based on the use of traditional Control Parallel system (like &-Prolog) in conjunction with compile time transformations. The compile-time transformation was used used to achieve a computation whose structure approximates the ideal data-parallel one. The basic idea is quite simple: as mentioned earlier, the main drawbacks of systems that exploit control parallelism is that they unroll the recursion (and backtrack over) one step at the time, leading to inecient distribution of parallel work. The compile time transformation aims at unrolling the recursion in some suitable way so that parallel work is available sooner and the granularity of parallelism is coarser (see later). In gure 2, to the left a normal control-parallel execution of a recursive program is shown, while to the right the same program is shown with a`smarter' splitting of the iterations performed during its execution.
Two proposals in this area have been made that are extremely similar in nature.
Hermenegildo's Approach 5 It should be noted that does not lead to any loss of generality since in most cases or-parallelism and and-parallelism are interconvertible 4]. 
vproc( H|R], HR|TR]) :-vproc(R,TR) & process element(H,HR).
The second type of transformation is based on extending the host system (that exploits MIMD parallelism) with some constructs capable of dynamically splitting the list by a speci ed N .
Although these transformation can improve the behaviour of the parallel execution, we are still far from the ideal. In particular, to obtain the ideal with this technique we would need knowledge about the size of the recursive structure as well as knowledge about the availability of computational resources, information that is typically unknown and/or expensive to compute.
Debray's Approach
A similar approach has been recently proposed by Debray 2] and it applies to recursions where:
1. the depth is known;
2. the outcome of the recursion is obtained by applying an associative operator to combine the outcomes produced by each iteration.
Schematically, given a recursion like
where e(.) is the function applied to the recursion parameter and is an associative operator, it is possible to obtain the following transformed program:
Nevertheless, this sort of transformation can be effective only when the original recursion satis es the desired properties (e.g., associative nature of the composition ) and, most important, when the depth of the recursion is known in advance, which though always computable may be quite expensive to compute at runtime.
Data-parallel Logic Programming Systems
Given the limited applicability of the techniques based on converting data-parallelism to control-parallelism various approaches have emerged recently to directly exploit data-parallelism from recursive programs. This systems extract parallelism exclusively from structural recursions. Their main advantage is that since they target a very speci c form of parallelism which occurs only in well-behaved situations, they manage to extract parallelism with very low overhead. Furthermore, at least in theory, this approach is completely automatic and transparent to the user.
The most signi cant proposals in this class are represented by the Bounded Quanti cation approach 9] and the Reform Prolog system 10].
The Bounded Quanti cations approach is based on the idea of supplying to the user a way of directly expressing iterations through the use of bounded quanti cations (i.e., quanti cations over a speci ed nite range). The quanti cation is then automatically compiled into the proper sequence of actions required to execute the di erent iterations in parallel. The idea is that a quanti cation like Lout I] = B g (note that the rules de ning process list will not be needed any more). The user is responsible for inserting the quanti ers in the program. All quanti ed computations will be executed in data-parallel. The idea behind Reform Prolog is very similar to that of bounded quanti cation except that no special syntactic constructs are added to the language. Rather, static analysis is proposed as a mechanism to identify well-behaved (or, using Reform Prolog terminology, safe) recursions and produce code capable of:
computing the depth n of the recursion; performing a single head uni cation, corresponding to the n head uni cations performed in the n di erent iterations; executing these n iterations in parallel, each with the proper parameter;
This system has been proven to be quite e ective, capable of e ciently extracting data-parallelism from recursive programs. Nevertheless, Reform Prolog has some major drawbacks:
1. it is limited only to recursive parallelism; 2. the use of compile time technology to identify all the source of parallelism can be a limiting factor|due to lack of exact information on the nature of the arguments (which are completely known only at run-time) the compiler may fail to identify good sources of parallel work. 3. the mechanism requires run-time knowledge of the depth of the recursion in order to unroll the whole recursion in a single step|this may constitute a considerable (and unavoidable) overhead. 4. Reform Prolog requires determinacy of the bindings made to variables which are shared between di erent iterations|this rules out the possibility of parallel execution for nondeterministic programs.
&ACE: A High Performance Andparallel System
In this section we brie y describe independent andparallelism and how it is implemented. Foundations of much of the work described in this section were laid down in 3, 8] , however, the speci c implementation described is that of the &ACE system. Conventionally, an and-parallel Prolog system works by executing a program that has been annotated with parallel conjunctions. These parallel conjunction annotations are either inserted by a parallelizing compiler 7] or hand-coded by the programmer. Execution of all goals in a parallel conjunction is started in parallel when control reaches that parallel conjunction. Whenever a parallel conjunction is encountered during execution, a data structure|the parcall frame| describing the parallel conjunction is allocated on the (control) stack. It contains various bookkeeping information (like number of subgoals in the conjunction), together with a descriptor|called slot|for each subgoal in the conjunction. At the same time appropriate data structures (e.g. work queue, termed goal stack in the logic programming literature) are initialized to allow remote execution of the newly generated subgoals (see Figure 3) . A processor taking a subgoal from a parallel conjunction will initially allocate an input marker on its Figure 3 : Data-structures needed for and-parallelism stack, to identify the beginning of the section of computation dedicated to this subgoal, and start the corresponding computation. At the completion of the subgoal another marker, the end marker, will be allocated to close the section 6 . Backtracking becomes complicated in and-parallel systems because more than one goal may be executing in parallel, one or more of which may encounter failure and backtrack at the same time. Unlike a sequential system, there is no unique backtracking point, and the distributed nature of the execution may require a considerable synchronization activity between the different computing agents. In an and-parallel system we must ensure that the backtracking semantics is such that all solutions are reported. One such backtracking semantics has been proposed by Hermenegildo . If e were the rightmost choice point and e should subsequently fail, backtracking would proceed to d, and, if necessary, to c. Thus, backtracking within a set of and-parallel subgoals occurs only if initiated by a failure from outside these goals, i.e., \from the right" (also known as outside backtracking). If initiated from within, backtracking proceeds outside all these goals, i.e., \to the left" (also known as inside backtracking). When backtracking is initiated from outside, once a choicepoint is found in a subgoal p, an untried alternative is picked from it and then all the subgoals to the right of p in the parallel conjunction are restarted (in parallel). Independent and-parallelism with the backtracking semantics described above has been implemented quite e ciently by the authors in the &ACE system. The &ACE system is built upon the SICStus (sequential) Prolog Engine which ensures good performance in the single processor case. &ACE implementation itself is inspired by the RAPWAM 7] . &ACE is an extension to the sequential WAM (Warren Abstract Machine 20]) for and-parallel execution of Prolog programs with and-parallel annotation (such as CGEs 3]). The &ACE system has shown remarkable results on a variety of benchmarks. On most of the commonly used benchmarks the system has shown excellent execution times and speedups| gure 4 shows the speedups obtained on some of these benchmarks 8 . For 7 Other implementations based on the principles of RAP-WAM have also been proposed in the past, like &- Prolog 7] and DDAS 17] . 8 Data produce by running the system on a Sequent Symmetry Multiprocessors. further details regarding the structure of &ACE and its performance the reader is referred to 6, 5]. The and-tree constructed is shown in Figure 5 (i).
Speedups
One can reduce the number of parcall nodes, at least for this example, by rewriting the query as ?-(r & s & t & u). Figure 5 (ii) shows the and-tree that will be created if we apply this optimization. Note that executing the and-tree shown in Figure 5. (ii) on RAPWAM will require less space because the parcall frames for (r & s) and (t & u) will not be allocated.
The single parcall frame allocated will have two extra goal slots compared to the parcall frame allocated for (p & q) in Figure 5 (i). It is possible to detect cases such as above at compile time. However, our aim is to accomplish this saving in time and space at runtime. Thus, for the example above, our scheme will work as follows. When the parallel calls (r & s) and (t & u) are made, the runtime system will recognize that the parallel call (p & q) is immediately above and instead of allocating a new parcall frame some extra information will be added to the parcall frame of (p & q) and allocation of a new parcall frame avoided. The extra information added will consist of adding slots for the goals r, s, etc. Note that no new control information need be recorded in the parcall frame of (p & q). However, some control information, such as the number of slots, etc., need to be modi ed in the parcall frame of (p & q)); it is also necessary to slightly modify the structure of a slot in order to adapt it to the new pattern of execution 9 . Note also that if the goal r is to fail in inside mode, then in case (ii) ( Figure 5 (ii)) killing of computation in sibling and-branches will be considerably simpli ed. In case (i) the failure will have to be propagated from parcall frame f2 to parcall frame f1. From f1 a kill message will have to be sent out to parcall frame f3. One could argue that the improved scheme described above can be accomplished simply through compile time transformations. However, in many cases this may not be possible. For example, if p and q are dynamic predicates or, more simply, if there are not sucient static information to detect the determinacy of p and q, then the compile-time analysis will not be able to detect the eventual applicability of the optimization. Also, for many programs the number of parallel conjunctions that can be combined into one will only be determined at run-time. For example, consider the following program: In such a case, compile time transformations cannot unfold the program to eliminate nesting of parcall frames because it will depend on the length of the input list. However, using our runtime technique, given that the goal proc list is determinate, nesting of parcall frames can be completely eliminated ( Figure 6 ). As a result of the absence of nesting of parcall frames, if the process goal fails for some element of the list, then the whole conjunction will fail in one single step.
Next we present the most general case of LPCO. This arises when there are goals preceding the parallel conjunction in a clause that matches a subgoal that is itself in a parallel conjunction ( gure 5. LPCO will apply to p (resp. q) if
1. There is only one (remaining) matching clause for p (resp. q), i.e., p (resp. q) is determinate. 2. All goals preceding the parallel conjunction in the clause for p (resp. q) are determinate. These conditions can be more easily understood by looking at the layout of the information on the stacks: conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent to the absence of choice points between the current point of execution and the logically preceding parallel call. If these conditions are satis ed then a new parcall frame is not needed for the parallel conjunction in the clause. Rather the parcall frame for (p & q) can be extended with an appropriate number of slots and execution continues as if clause for p was de ned as p :-((e,f,g,r) & s) 10 . Thus, if we determine at the 10 Although, in our case, the eventual bindings generated by e, f, g should be produced bef ore starting the execution of s time of the parallel call (r & s) that e, f, and g are determinate then we pretend as if the clause for p is dened as p :-((e,f,g,r) & s). This is illustrated in Figure 5 (iv). Note that the two determinacy conditions above require that when the parallel conjunction is encountered at the end of clause for p then there are no intervening choicepoints between the parcall frame for (p & q) and the current point on the stack. Thus even though goal p (resp. q) was not determinate in the beginning, the determinacy conditions will be satis ed when the last matching clause for p (resp. q) is tried. LPCO can be applied at that point. This is akin to last call optimization in sequential systems when even though a goal is not determinate, last call optimization is triggered when the last clause for that goal is tried. Note also that the conditions for LPCO do not place any restrictions on the nature of the parallel subgoals in the clause for p (resp. q). Clearly, the goals r, s, etc. can be non-deterministic. When outside backtracking takes place in the tree in Figure 5(iv) , because of the organization of the parcall frame, backtracking will proceed through u, t, i,j,k (without nding here any further solution since, by hypothesis, i,j,k represents a deterministic computation) and so on. Backtracking over i,j,k will be immediate (since no choice points are present); the presence of a slot in the parallel computation descriptor dedicated to this deterministic part of the execution may seem super uous, but it is actually necessary in order to guarantee a proper unwinding of the bindings created 11 . A possible optimization in this framework is brie y sketched in section 4.4.
Suppose now an untried alternative is found within s, then the subgoals on the right of s have to be restarted. In this case the whole computation of p will be reactivated. This examples shows one of the focal point in the implementation of the LPCO, the need to maintain a backtrackable description of the Without the last parallel call optimization the execution tree will appear as in the left. With LPCO, it will appear as above. Note that the second (output) argument is not shown. 
LPCO and Data Parallelism
A precondition for applying data-parallelism is that goals to be tried in data-parallel should be all available at once. The LPCO has the e ect of attening the nested control structure created in the control stack by MIMD parallel execution. This results in all goals that can be executed in parallel being collected at the same level of nesting, thus lending themselves to data-parallel execution. It should be noted that the nested control structure has to be traversed once to transform it to a at control structure, but once this has been done, all operations (including backtracking) can be done in a data-parallel way resulting in considerable saving. Because of this requirement of having to traverse the nested control structure once (during recursion unrolling at the time of execution) the performance of our system is slightly worse than dedicated data-parallel systems such as Reform Prolog (of course, our system can parallelize and speed-up a much larger range of Prolog programs than the Reform system can). The overhead of having to traverse the nested control structure once is inevitable if we are to rely on purely runtime techniques because the dataparallelism is hidden in the recursive program which has to be unraveled. This overhead, linear in the size of the nesting structure, can be reduced to a factor of logn if Debray's approach (Section 2) is adopted at compile time to transform linearly recursvie structure to a dichotomous one (see Figure 2) .
The LPCO illustrates an important principle of optimization of parallel systems, termed the reduced nesting principle 14] that states:
The level of nesting of control structures in a computation should be reduced whenever possible.
Implementation of LPCO
To implement LPCO, the compiler will generate a di erent instruction when it sees a parallel conjunct at the end of a clause. This instruction, named opt alloc parcall, behaves the same as the alloc parcall instruction of the &ACE 12 , except that if the conditions for LPCO are ful lled last parallel call optimization will be applied. The behaviour of opt alloc parcall is quite straightforward: once it is reached, it will perform a check to verify whether the conditions for the application of LPCO are met (i.e. no choice points are present between the current point of execution and the immediate ancestor parcall frame). If the check succeeds, then LPCO will be applied, otherwise the instruction will proceed creating a new parcall frame (i.e., behaving like a normal alloc parcall instruction). The above mentioned check is immediate and does not introduce any relevant overhead|it is su cient to check 12 The instruction used to create parallel conjunctions fig(ii)   (e,f,g,r) & s & (i,j,k,t) that the data structure currently lying on the top of the stack is a parcall frame or an input marker. To apply LPCO, the immediate ancestor parcall frame (or immediately enclosing parcall frame) will be accessed and if the current parallel conjunction has n and-parallel goals, then n new slots corresponding to these n goals will be added to it. The number of slots should be incremented by n in the enclosing parcall frame (this operation should be done atomically). Introducing the LPCO in the &ACE system requires only one relevant change in the architecture. In the original &ACE (as in RAPWAM, DDAS, etc.) the slots which are used to describe the subgoals of a parallel call are stored on the stack as part of the parcall frame itself. Given that the enclosing parcall may be allocated somewhere below in the stack, adding more slots to it may not be feasible. To enable more slots to be added later, the slots will have to be allocated on the heap and a pointer to the beginning of the slot list stored in the parcall frame (Figure 7) . The slot list can be maintained as a double linked list, simplifying the insertion/removal operations. Also, each input marker of an and-parallel goal has a pointer to its slot in the slot list for quick access (this is already part of the original &ACE design). With the linked list organization, adding new slots becomes quite simple as shown in Figure 7 . Note that the modi cation of the slot list will have to be an atomic (backtrackable) operation. The enclosing parcall frame becomes the parcall frame for the last parallel call, and rest of the execution will be similar to that in standard &ACE. The garbage collection mechanisms used on the heap guarantees that as soon as we have completely backtracked over a nested parallel call (optimized by LPCO) the space taken by the slots will be immediately recovered.
Note that changing the representation of slots from an array recorded on the stack (inside a parcall frame) to a linked list on the heap will not add any ine ciency because an and-parallel goal can access its corresponding slot in constant time via its input marker, and any other operation on the slots requires a linear scanning of all the slots in the parallel call. It is obvious that LPCO indeed leads to saving in space as well as time during parallel execution. In fact:
space is saved by avoiding allocation of the nested parcall frames; occasionally some time may be saved during forward execution (although the time complexity of applying LPCO is often comparable to the time complexity of allocating a parcall frame); time is saved during backtracking, since the number of control structure to traverse is considerably reduced.
Experimental Results
The LPCO optimization has been incorporated in the current version of the &ACE and-parallel system. A rst comment that is to be made is the limited amount of time and work that was needed to add the LPCO to the existing implementation, thanks to its inherent simplicity. Introducing the LPCO took only a week of work and we strongly believe that porting it to di erent and-parallel systems will not require any larger e ort.
The experimental tests that we have performed consist of running various benchmarks, measuring the execution time and the corresponding memory consumption (a factor that has been proven to be of very im-portant for parallel logic programming systems 18]). In particular we selected the benchmarks in order to separately study the e ects of the LPCO on programs whose execution is pure forward execution (i.e. no backtracking); mainly backward execution. The benchmarks adopted are mainly classical benchmarks commonly used in parallel logic programming. Matrix is matrix multiplication program, Pderiv is a benchmark performing symbolic di erentiation, Poccur is a search of an element in nested lists, BTCluster is part of the clustering program using by British Telecom, Annotator is the core of the parallelizing compiler, and nally Map is program which applies a function to the elements of a list 13 .
Gain on Forward Execution
No. of Agents The performance on these benchmarks is extremely good. On most of the benchmarks we managed to obtain very good speedups, often close to linear. Table  1 illustrates the execution times (in ms.) obtained by running our system on a Sequent Symmetry Multiprocessor; relative speedups are indicated in parenthesis.
Note that the results obtained for data-parallel benchmarks shown in this section are considerably better than those for general purpose benchmarks (shown in Figure 4 ). This underscores the well known fact that data-parallelism, whenever available, can be exploited much more e ciently than controlparallelism. The use of LPCO allows to avoid the allocation of a considerable number of data structures 13 Two versions have been used, the one indicated with 1 makes use of a large granularity function, while the one indicated with 2 uses a ne granularity function. The presence of the LPCO during the execution of these benchmarks is important. First of all it allows some savings in execution time, since the allocation of many control structures is avoided. These savings can vary, with respect to a standard MIMD and-parallel execution, from program to program. In certain benchmarks (e.g., Pderiv) these savings are almost negligible, since the nesting of the parallel computation is very shallow, and the actual cost of applying the optimization (i.e., modifying an existing parallel call, generating the new slots) ends up being very close to the cost of actually opening a new parallel call. In other benchmarks the savings are more relevant. (15) 3902 1330 834 438 poccur (5) 3146 1020 640 346 map 1 (2000) 14517 4885 2936 1480 map 2 (5000) 6396 2318 1482 1480 More interesting are the results for memory consumption. On most of the examples considered we managed to cut the number of parcall frames down to one, i.e. only a main parcall frame is created and all the nested ones are removed. Table 3 indicates the percentage of memory required to execute some benchmarks using LPCO with respect to the corresponding unoptimized execution. A considerable amount of memory is also saved because of (as mentioned earlier) deterministic subgoals get exposed by the attening of the computation tree, and their determinacy can be used to avoid allocation of markers and storing of backtracking-related information. Table 3 The results are even better when dealing with programs involving backward execution 14 . The presence of the LPCO allows a saving in execution time, generally proportional to the depth of the nesting of parallel calls. Some results are illustrated in table 4. On some of the benchmarks the improvement is not very considerable (for example for the British Telecom clustering benchmark we have an improvement in execution time of 6%, and for the occur benchmark this goes down to 3%), due to the shallow nesting of parallel calls (50 or 60) and to the predominance of the actual 14 Backtracking in the benchmarks has been forced by adding a fail at the end of the query. Interesting results can be also seen by examining the e ect of inside failures during execution: the use of LPCO should allow a further improvement; the presence of a unique parcall frame should in fact allow to considerably reduce the delay of propagating killing signals along the computation tree. Table 5 shows the result obtained causing an inside failure during the execution of the matrix multiplication benchmark.
Extensions to the basic LPCO
As we mentioned in the previous sections, LPCO can be applied whenever certain conditions on the determinacy of given parts of the computations are met. The obvious question that comes to mind is whether these conditions can be relaxed and what would eventually be the cost of this relaxation. Three di erent cases can be analyzed:
LPCO cannot be applied whenever a nondeterministic computation has been performed between the two nested parallel calls, e.g. in (p & q) we are using a clause p :-e , (f & g) where e has multiple solutions. Extending LPCO to these cases is possible but it requires some more involved changes in the slot list management and in the way in which backtracking is performed.
The main issue here is related to inside backtracking: if we apply the optimization to the case above we will obtain an expanded parallel call ( (e, (f & g)) & q ) where di erent slots of the parcall frame will be assigned to e, f, g, and q. If the execution of f fails, this time we are not allowed to apply inside backtracking and abort the whole parallel call (q included), since there could be other solutions for e which may cure the failure. Anyway a more sophisticated representation of the list of goals (in which the information about the nesting of parallel conjunctions are not completely lost) and a slight improvement in the backtracking mechanism are su cient to allow extension of the LPCO to these cases.
LPCO cannot be applied whenever a computation is present in the continuation of the nested parallel calls. The main problem in this case is related to respecting the desired order of execution: if a clause like p :-(r & s), h is used in solving (p & q) and the LPCO is applied, we need to make sure that the execution of h is not started before both r and s have completed. A safe possibility would be to delay all the continuations of the nested parallel calls until the main parcall has completed. This anyway pose some problems during outside backtracking (the necessity of identifying which continuations should be re-executed and which not). A scheme for dealing with this extension (in case the continuations in the innermost parallel calls are deterministic) has been developed and is currently in its implementation stage. ( ) and LPCO has been applied. During outside backtracking, once the slot for q is reached, an action to restore the original slot list needs to be performed (as described in the previous sections). On the other hand, if we have knowledge that the clause ( ) is the only one that could be used to solve q, then we could consider the possibility of avoiding the recomputation of a, by simply avoiding untrailing the bindings associated to a (information stored in the slot of q at the moment of application of LPCO); avoiding restoring the original slot list (i.e., keeping b and c in the slot list). This simple further optimization may save considerable amount of work | whenever the computation a is very large.
The introduction of these extensions allows to extend the applicability of this model to a considerable larger set of programs. This extended form of Dataparallelism management has been named Nested Parallel Call Optimization (NPCO) and it has been already partially implemented in &ACE 13].
Related Work and Conclusions
Ramkumar's distributed last call optimization and adaptations of last call optimization to committed choice languages are two e orts in a direction similar to LPCO. Neither one is motivated by a desire to exploit data-parallelism e ciently.
Ramkumar's distributed last call optimization:
The only work that one could think of as coming close is that of Ramkumar 15] . In it he describes what he calls distributed last call optimization, designed for his and Kale's ROPM system 16]. This optimization is speci c to process based systems (like ROPM) and its main objective is to reduce the message ow between goals during parallel executions. The main ideas is that, if a goal g calls a goal g 0 which in turns calls a goal g", then the solutions produced by g" can be directly communicated to g, if g" is the last call in g 0 and g 0 is the last call in g. In this way the communication through g 0 is avoided. The sole aim of the last distributed call optimization is to reduce message passing tra c in the multiprocessor system | so that its aim, scope, as well as its results are quite di erent from the traditional last call optimization or from our last parallel call optimization. It should be noted that another notion of`call optimization' is present in committed choice languages (like Parlog). This optimization has quite a di erent nature from our LPCO: whenever a subgoal p commits to a certain clause, instead of spawning n new processes (one for each element of the body of the clause), it spawns only n ? 1 while one of the clause's subgoals (typically the last one) is automatically executed by the same process running p. Clearly the scope and aim of this optimization are di erent from those of LPCO.
In this paper we presented runtime techniques for allowing e cient execution of data-parallel Prolog programs in parallel Prolog systems primarily designed for MIMD parallel execution. These runtime techniques developed as optimizations result in considerable e ciency both in time and space. The techniques have been incorporated in an existing parallel Prolog system developed by us for the Sequent Symmetry, called &ACE, and have shown excellent results.
